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Last year my son and I bought a 25-year-old, run-down house, very cheap. Last year my son and I bought a 25-year-old, run-down house, very cheap. Part of the remodeling (as well as, full restoration) was, of course, the replacement of the kitchen. There really wasn't much to replace because the
previous owners had already snatched the old kitchen. In addition, we ripped out and replaced all the old walls, so the kitchen footprint was brand new. So how to plan a new kitchen? I put pink paper on the floor, cut off the chalk lines to mark the depth of the 24-year-old basic cabinets and the 12th line for
the upper cabinets, and he and I figured out the best layout for the kitchen. You can create a plan for your kitchen cabinets by laying pink paper and flicking chalk lines to represent the depths of your base and upper cabinets. The truth is that although I am not a designer, I have planned quite a few
kitchens for clients, relatives and friends with a few complaints so far. The basics of kitchen design are really pretty simple. This is what I realized: The working triangle: This is the rule of the most basic architect of kitchen design. You should be able to walk without hiking - between the fridge, sink and
stove. You need at least 4 feet between rows of cabinets. Make sure everything can open up. This means making sure the dishwasher doors don't work for nothing. These boxes can open freely without getting involved in the adjacent cabinets. This door can open all the way without bumping into
anything. Use the pros if you lack the confidence of the Home Centre design software and people who know how to use it. It's amazing. Show with a really accurate plan of your existing kitchen footprint, complete with carefully measured sizes. The staff want to sell you cabinets and they are happy to help!
Spend half an hour or so with them and you'll go out with a computer rendering exactly what your kitchen will look like from any angle you want to see it from. Or, create your own kitchenTheres anyone knows more about how you use your kitchen than you do? It's easier than you think. Go to any home
center and ask for a closet directory from any manufacturer and bring it home with you to plan your kitchen. Inside the catalog you will see drawings of cabinets, which show the swing doors, height and width. These basic cabinet sizes will be the same among companies, so any catalog will work. The
important part is to get the layout right. Forget about wooden types and styles of doors and drawers while you plan. You can hash out these details when you place the actual order. All cabinet manufacturers build cabinets with a step 3-in-width: 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 and so on. And all these companies are
building almost the same options. The cost depends on things like dovetailed boxes, wood used and quality equipment. They will give you options for all this. Select works in your kitchen and how you use it, then place your order and go from there.- Travis Larson, Senior Editor For Some Great Articles on
Kitchen Planning and Installation Of Wardrobes, check out these articles: 10 Tips for Happy Kitchen RemodelInstalling Kitchen CabinetsFrameless Kitchen Cabinets, of course not required in the garage. Open racks are cheaper, extremely durable, easy to install and reconfigure, and retain visible storage
items. But cabinets with doors offer a more ready-made look, the ability to store potentially dangerous items such as chemicals or sharp garden tools behind closed and locked doors is a safety feature appreciated by parents of young children. If you've never looked into garage cabinets before, you might
be surprised at the range of products available. They range from surprisingly affordable MDF-and-laminate cabinets to elegant stainless steel custom cabinetry designed and installed by firms specializing in this work. You can even repurpose kitchen or bathroom cabinets for use in the garage. Here are
four main categories of cabinets available for do-it-yourself to install in the garage. Standard kitchen cabinets will not be as sturdy as cabinets built specifically for use in the garage. But because kitchen remodeling is so common, used kitchen cabinets can be easy to find at very attractive prices. Check
local ads, place a request for a neighborhood online chat forum, or seek advice from a renovation contractor who may be willing to sell you some used cabinets from the project he is currently working on. Habitat for Humanity ResStore is a great place to buy re-cabinets, and your purchases will also help
fund this decent organization. There are other used stores that carry used cabinets. If you're planning a kitchen remodel yourself, think about putting old cabinets to use in the garage. Ugly kitchen cabinets can be greatly improved with a layer of paint and some new hardware. You can, of course, buy new
thrifty kitchen cabinets for use in the garage. If you go down this path, it makes the most sense to buy low-end kitchen cabinets off the shelf at a large-box home improvement center. If you are looking for new cabinets built specifically for the garage, plastic units are usually the most affordable. A number
of manufacturers specialize in plastic units, offering a line of products designed specifically for use in the garage. Ranging from small, narrow cabinets to holding lawn rakes and other garden tools to shed-sized units, plastic cabinets are easy to clean, and waterproof and rust proof. Most plate cabinets
come disassembled and easily built by clicking the pieces together. You can find units with locked doors and shelves, both in styles that are mounted on the walls or mounted on the floor. Major manufacturers offer a variety of accessories to make your plastic garage cabinets more functional. Plastic
garage cabinets are available by centers and large retail stores, both ready-made and as special orders. You can also buy cabinets that fit into slot-wall systems. Some manufacturers offer sturdy garage cabinets that have plywood, medium-density fiber optic (MDF) or core particles covered with durable
melamine or similar plastic laminate surfaces. The biggest selection will be found online, where you can find a wide variety of styles, sizes and colors. Some assembly will be required. These product lines are often offered by the same companies that make kitchen cabinets or closet organizers. Their
garage cabinets are often sizes in sizes that are best suited for use in the garage. Many dream garages are filled with heavy steel or stainless steel cabinets. At the top of the line, these are the most durable and most expensive cabinets you can get for your garage. Some manufacturers also make lighter
and more affordable metal cabinets made of lighter-caliber metal, often powdered in a variety of colours. Fully assembled and ready-to-assemble units are available; ready-to-assemble units are usually cheaper. The attractive Gladiator Garageworks line is owned by Lowe's and Sears, but there are many
other products available. Individual cabinets are available a la carte, or you can buy a full ensemble of cabinets to create a comprehensive garage storage system. Garages often have a lot of wasted space above your head - either over the rafters or in space below the finished ceiling, but above your
head. The space above the hood of your car is the main place to put overhead storage units. These units usually hold wires rather than traditional cabinets, but when integrated with traditional cabinets, they allow you to increase the storage available in your garage. It is also possible to hang traditional wall
cabinets from the ceiling of your garage, much way that the upper kitchen cabinets are sometimes suspended from soffit over an island or peninsula. All you need is access to the ceiling joists firmly anchor hanging cabinets. Home House - Components Luminaries Cabinets Family Handyman Collect this
large and versatile garage storage system at the weekend. It has many sized cabinets and different shelves width, but leaves many open wall spaces for hanging tools and other items. According to DIY family experts Handyman MagazineYou can also sniff: TBDTime A Few DaysComplexity BeginnerCost
$501-1000Overview: Storage space, expenses and toolsFor most of us, the garage is more than just a parking space. It is also a place to store toys outdoors and gardening gear and workshop for home projects and hobbies. With its cabinets, open shelves and countertop, this wall system is designed to
meet all these additional needs and still leave room for parking. And because he Around standard cabinets, the installation is simple. If you can screw cabinets to the wall, you can build this it You can install garage cabinets, countertops and shelves in one weekend. If you add extras like we did-fresh
paint work, backsplash shelf, hooks and other equipment- expect to spend a second weekend of completion. You will need standard tools such as a drill and a circular saw. The saw table comes in handy, but is not absolutely necessary. We bought all the materials for our 24-foot wall system at the home
center for a total cost of $2,400. That's about $100 for a linear leg. If you use inexpensive cabinets like we did, your foot costs will be similar. Create a customizable system by organizing the cabinets you buy in the store the way you like. Our system is 24 feet long and has different cabinets and shelves
for different storage needs. Step 1: Shop for parts and outline the planBefore you are planning this project, check out your cabinet options in the center of the house. Most home centers carry several types of inexpensive standard kitchen cabinets. Other options are unfinished cabinets that you can paint
or stain, or ready to assemble cabinets that you collect yourself. If you're asking for a list of available sizes. You only need upper cabinets, which usually hang over the countertop in the kitchen. Most upper cabinets are 30 inches tall, about 12 inches deep and available in a variety of widths. We used
basically 30-in-high cabinets, including two corner cabinets. We also used three short fridge cabinets (designed to fit over the fridge in the kitchen). While you are in the middle of the house and also look at the countertops. You can choose from a small selection in the stock of color (about $10 per linear
foot)) or order any color imaginable starting at $20 per linear foot. With a special order, you can make countertops on the width and avoid cutting them (photo 5). You can also make your own laminate countertops. We also used the butcher unit (about $35 per linear foot) as one section of our countertop to
provide a heavy work surface. With your list of cabinet sizes available in hand, you can plan a cabinet plan by doing a scale drawing on plot paper. Or you can experiment with different layouts right on the wall, using a camouflage tape to mark the layout of the closet. No space cabinets more than 36
inches apart or countertops and shelves can sag. You can leave the countertop in one or two places so you can hang shovels, rakes and other tall things on the wall. The tabletop can be 13 inches to 16 inches. When your plan is complete, make a list of materials using our list as a guide (see more
information below). The whole system is based on standard wall cabinets. The table top and the top shelf rest on the cupboards. Open shelves hang on adjustable shelf supports between cabinets. You Download and enlarge Figure A in the additional information below. Step 2: Set The Bottom BookPhoto
1: Mountain ledgersLevel and Screw 1×2 Book Books To support the basic cabinets and keep them off the floor. To get started, find all the wall studs. Then use the level to draw a continuous line on the wall marking the position of the bottom edge of each cabinet. If you make this line perfectly straight
and smooth, your cabinet and countertop setup will go fast and smooth. If your cabinets are 30 inches high, place the line 4-1/2 inches from the floor before ending up with a standard countertop 36 inches high keep in mind that many garage floors tilt for drainage. To cope with the slope of our garage
floor, we measured up to 4-1/2 inches in the middle of the wall. This gave us 3-1/2-in. High at the high end and 5-1/2 inches at the low end. Next, screw 1x2s along the level line to create a book that supports cabinets (Photo 1). Fix the book with 2-1/2 inch screws. You can make the book continuous, but
the final project will look better if you place the book only where you later place the cabinets. Step 3: Set the cabinets on ledgerPhoto 2: Mount CabinetsSy every closet on the book and screw it studs. Keep the level against the front of the cupboard and align it with the shells. Photo 2A: Close-up cabinet
screwCabinet screws have very large heads. Photo 3: Drill shelf support holes In the shelf supporting holes in the outside of any cabinets that will support open shelves. Spread the holes with a scrap pegboard. Photo 4: Install a boltsLock closet adjoining cabinet along with closet bolts. Photo 4A: Close-up
cabinet boltCabinet bolts join cabinet parties and have a clean, clear look. Remove the closet doors to make the installation easier. Also drill offshore holes in those cabinets that will support open shelves (Photo 3). Then just rest each cupboard on the book and screw them on the stud wall using a special
screw cabinet (available at home centers). Drive at least two screws at the top and two at the bottom of each cabinet. With narrow cabinets that don't cover the two studs, use switch bolts. When the cupboard is screwed in place, hold the level vertically against the front. Chances are you'll have to loosen
the screws and insert the shells behind the top or bottom to make the cabinet plumb (Photo 2). Our plan included cabinets with open shelves between and several cabinets that were combined together. Cabinet bolts (available at home centers) are the best way to join cabinets like ours (Photo 4). The
screws are easy to pull out from the thin sides of the particle board. With face frame cabinets, you can just screw the face frames together. For more extra room to install cabinets, see How to Set Cabinets.Step 4: Cut and strengthen the countertopsPhoto 5: Trim the countertops to the width with the
laminate side down to avoid chips and scratches. Photo 6: Add supportGlue plywood and screw plywood at the bottom of the countertop to reinforce them. Create half a circle at the corners by running the plywood short one side and a long one on the other. Photo 7: Set the countertopsSpread glue on on
joint and fit mitered countertop sections together. Fix the countertops by driving the screws through the cabinets. Cut the countertops wide (Photo 5). We cut our 16 inches wide. The incision doesn't have to be perfect, as the backsplash will hide it. Next, cut the countertops to length (or adjust the distance
between cabinets, as we did). If the end of the incision is exposed, this incision should be straight and smooth, so the clamp is right on the countertop to guide your saw. Then attach the lid of the end of the laminate (from the home centers) to cover the end of the incision. The tabletop will bridge open
spaces between cabinets, so reinforce it with 3/4 inch plywood support. The plywood also allows you to form strong semicircles joints at mitered corners (Photo 6 and 7). You can't join miters as usual using draw bolts because bolt slots are not available from inside cabinets. Before you set the countertops
in place, screw a 1×2 book between the cabinets. To fasten the countertops, drive the screws into the countertops from the bottom on the front and back of each cabinet. If you want to make laminate countertops from scratch, see Installation Laminate Countertops.Step 5: Hang the top and add
shelvesPhoto 8: Install uppersSupport top cabinets with a homemade wooden box. Adjust the height of the cabinet exactly with the shims and screw it to the stud. Photo 9: Assemble the top shelf of the top shelf of two layers of plywood. Shift the joints and make sure all the joints are above the cupboards.
Photo 9A: Add a shelf of trimTrim shelf with 1×2.Mark level line 18 inches above the countertop. This line marks the bottom of the upper cabinets just as your previous line level marked lower cabinets. Then build a 17-7/8-in.-tall box of scrap wood to make the installation of the upper cabinets easier. Place
each cupboard on this box and use the shell to perfectly align the closet with the level line (Photo 8). Zip up and level the cabinets just like you did before. Collect the top shelf on top of the cupboards. The first cut is 3/4-in. 17-1/4 inches wide. Screw the books between the cabinets and install the first layer
of plywood over the cabinets with the most looking face down. Drive 1-1/4-in. screws through the cabinets to fasten them. Then add the second layer and screw it to the first (Photo 9). Cut the shelves that hang between the cabinets of pine ladder tread stock, which is full 1 inch thick and will not sag like
particle shelves. Cut shelves 1/4 inch shorter than the space between cabinets. Your backsplash can be as simple as a painted 1×4 nailed to the wall. To build a backsplash shelf like ours, see Figure A. Space vertically 1×2 supports every 4 feet. In order not to damage the doors of the closet, hang them
after the completion of the entire project. Line the doors by adjusting the screws on the loops and then attach the door pulls. In our garage there were studs covered with drywall, but this system can be In any garage. Here's how: If your garage has concrete block walls, follow follow The steps we show,
but use masonry screws to attach ledgers and cabinets to the block. You will have to presalge holes with hammer drills, so the project will take longer. If you have bare wall studs, you can install this system as shown on. But consider covering the wall with 3/4-in. plywood or OSB. So you can attach
ledgers and cabinets to plywood; No need to find studs. If your garage walls are built on a protruding block or concrete kerb (shown) that won't allow you to mount cabinets next to the floor, you can pull out a wall to create a flat surface. Screw horizontal 2x4s to the wall centered 24 inches apart and then
screw 3/4-in. plywood for 2x4s. More infoRecollectable tools for this ProjectHave necessary tools for this DIY project are lined up before you start-you save time and frustration.4 ft. LevelBrad nail gunCircular sawCountersink drill bitDrill bit setDrill stopDrill/driver - cordlessOne-handed bar clampsStud
finderTape measureRequired Materials for this ProjectAvoid last-minute shopping trip, having all your materials ready. Here's the list. Read more about the materials in the article Additional informationShims InformationShims
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